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Branyon Backcountry Trail This family friendly trail system has seven distinct trails through six distinct
ecosystems. Geocaching uses GPS-enabled devices for real life, outdoor treasure hunting. Simply input a
specific set of GPS coordinates into your map and try to find the container hidden at the location. The rules are
simple: Write about your find in the cache logbook. Share your experience at Geocaching. Click here to learn
more about geocaching. Beach bike rentals at Gulf State Park My brother is an avid bicyclist â€” he always
has been. Me, not so much. So, what did I do last week? I rode a bike 7. I did not wipe out, not even close.
And, I actually had fun! Like serious, grin on my face fun. The staff there is super-friendly. They go over
every bike after each ride to ensure they are clean and in pristine riding condition. Every rental includes bike,
helmet, basket, bell and lock â€” and a trail map, of course. Wherever you stay in Gulf Shores and Orange
Beach, they deliver! Refuge Golf Club Golfers and beach vacations go hand in hand, so it should come as no
surprise that Gulf State Park has its own golf course. To learn more about the course or to schedule a tee time,
click here. Gulf State Park Pier I am not a fisherman. Nor am I a fisherwoman. But, my daughter is â€” and
she would love to spend a day at the pier. This is actually the second pier in the park. The first was washed
away by Hurricane Ivan in The new pier, which opened in , is the longest fishing pier in the Gulf of Mexico!
The Gulf State Park Pier has air conditioned concession stands, clean restrooms, and a souvenir shop. Avid
fishermen will appreciate the bait and tackle shop, fish cleaning stations, electrical outlets for bubblers if you,
like me, have no clue what serious fishing entails and sea turtle friendly lighting for night fishing. The pier is
completely accessible to those in wheelchairs. There are even fishing spots specially designed for easy access.
I even enjoyed watching people fish â€” especially Kristen Walters from Arkansas who caught her first big
fish at the pier while I was there. Oh my goodness, she was so excited! The Beach Pavilion Really, I should be
talking about the white sandy beaches and warm gulf waters, but you knowâ€¦ the beach pavilion at Gulf State
Park is pretty awesome too. It offers a snack shop, covered eating areas, real bathrooms and showers with
warm water! Gulf State Park Cabins The park offers a number of lakeside and woodlands cabins and cottages
for vacation rentals all within the beautiful park setting that does mean alligators live nearby, though. Besides
the quiet location, Gulf State Park cabins are quite affordable. If you have a camper or like to tent camp, the
state park campground has close to spots for you to enjoy, many of them are pull-through sites with water
views.
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GearJunkie may earn a small commission from affiliate links in this article. The right gear in your backpack
can literally save your life. But what to bring? This article was originally published in ; here we update it for
Surviving in the wild â€” no matter the location or the time of year â€” depends more on human wit than the
gear you have in your pack. But all survival experts still recommend assembling an emergency kit of
equipment to stay with you at all times in the wilderness. Items like a whistle or a signal mirror can alter fate
to issue rescue instead of abandonment. We interviewed three survival experts for advice and top gear picks
for survival situations. Survival Gear To Save Your Life A survival kit is something most hikers, hunters, and
explorers will never break open. It will sit in the bottom of a backpack, potentially for years, encased in a
waterproof vessel of some sort, lightweight and out of the way. The leanest survival kits are stored in Altoids
tins and the like, and they include just the bare backwoods essentials: A much smaller version of this might
consist of a tobacco tin with relatively few items tightly packed in. This wallet-size packet of miniature
multi-use survival items includes duct tape, a pencil, safety pins, seweing needle, nylon thread, aluminum foil,
compass, fish hooks and sinkers, magnifying lens, braided nylon cord, stainless steel wire, scalpel blade,
signal mirror, fire starter, tinder, waterproof paper, whistle, and a waterproof instructional sheet on the items.
All these items squeeze into a waterproof container, and the whole bundle weighs a scant 4 ounces. From
chopping branches and trees for a shelter, to making of a bow drill for fire, to whittling a snare, a knife in the
hands of a knowledgeable individual, Forti said, is the key item in a kit. Perhaps unexpectedly, item No. But in
addition to a cell phone, Smith recommends personal locator beacons PLBs , which are essentially emergency
radio signal devices that communicate with satellites and thus rescue personnel from anywhere on the globe.
He said PLBs are expensive â€” they can cost several hundred dollars â€” but are an excellent investment for
those planning on spending a lot of time in the backcountry, especially people who go solo. He recommends
keeping the essential stuff physically attached to your body in a pouch on your belt. Gear needs to be
customized for each trip, Smith added.
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The Swamp Patrol The swamp patrol I had been listening to the frantic voices, not to mention a fair amount of
swearing that is the norm in the way of life of any soldier in the world, and the Dutch Colonial Army was no
exception. As usual it all began at four in the morning in the advanced jungle camp close to the airport. Wash,
get dressed, then a last decent breakfast, and then lug our packs into the three tonner trucks was all routine.
Apart from the blazing lights in the camp, all of this happens in the dark and mostly in silence since in general,
apart from a few funny remarks or the usual loud mouths, no one feels particularly inclined to talk at that time
in the morning unless fuelled by a rather large cup of coffee. The timing was usually quite exact and by the
time the trucks reached their destination point with their slumbering cargo, daylight would just about have
appeared which would be somewhere around six in the morning. The lieutenant approached me and we
consulted our plastic sealed maps. The maps were in fact mostly white only interspaced with lines, names of
patches, streams, swamps, the occasional hamlet and headings, for the rest the charts were frightfully bare, full
of uncharted territory. Without wasting time they began hacking their way through the dense foliage. In the
early seventies, contrarily to the regular army in the Netherlands, the remainders of the shrinking Colonial
Army and Marines were an all-volunteer army. After several months training in the Netherlands, volunteers
â€” if they passed the rigorous selection â€” signed on for a minimum of twelve to fourteen months. In fact for
most, charging through the Amazonian forest was more like the adventure of our life, so finding soldiers to go
up front and hack their way through with machetes was never a problem. I remember this was the sort of thing
talked and fantasized about when we were teenagers still at school. We would have a drink there after school
and look at all the pictures on the wall of real explorers thrashing through the jungles in Africa and South
America, discovering hitherto unknown tribes, animals or plants. Living in the perfectly clean environment of
Switzerland, where not even the branch of a tree would dare to be out of place without permission, we always
wondered what it would be like to in a place of uncharted territory, wild and dangerous. And then one day,
some five years later, quite unexpectedly, I found myself standing right there, in the middle of that vast forest
without end, they call the Amazon. And truly, it is an amazing experience. I took my two most enthusiastic
bush hackers up front and one soldier behind me to keep track of the amount of paces while I kept track of our
magnetic heading on the compass. But even then I always had to hack with my own machete at the
encroaching branches. When the jungle gets dense there is no space for anyone else up front except for the
boys on point which means everybody stays behind for hundreds of meters and does nothing but wait. When
they are finally called forward to continue on, one can hear the sound of numerous machetes in an almost
futile attempt to widen the path. The forest began to open up considerably and within minutes we found
ourselves standing in a wide semi-circle in front ofâ€¦ the dreaded swamp. It stretched out wide and long
surrounded on all sides by thick forest. Going around would not only by costly in time, probably at least a day,
but it carried the risk of losing track of our position. I looked at the sky above and noticed that during the few
hours under the triple canopy of the silent forest, the sun was gone. It had now been replaced by a thick
overcast with already faraway dark edges that surely would foretell a spell of tropical rain. One of the young
men dressed as a soldier was in fact one of the native Indians that sometimes were hired to come along on
more risky patrols for their knowledge of the forest. First lieutenant Baker broke open a pack of ammo. You
keep an eye out for each other and only use one in extreme need. Everyone had come out here of their own
free will, for the adventure, and now was the time to prove it and just get on with it. Within minutes I had
water up to my waist, water of an impenetrable colour, like Coca Cola. All around reeds of various heights
peeked out above the surface making it difficult to see where the end would be, if there ever was going to be
an end. A long line of soldiers were working their way forward, from time to time stopping, searching for a
better or shallower passage. A soldier close to me pushed an ammo box in front of him, floating it like a toy
boat. Some, especially up front, seemed to thoroughly enjoy the adventure. I could hear their animated
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conversations over a long distance. Another half hour and the water became deeper, reaching up to our chests,
and some faces began to betray fear, especially among the smaller boys. With nowhere to sit, rest was not
possible. The reeds and other vegetation began to become oppressive, hanging over us and then the water
became even deeper. I moved as fast under the dark water as I could, pushing the boy in front of me, and then
just as suddenly as we had gone under, we popped up again and simultaneously broke out of the reeds. Voices
encouraged us along the last few meters and then up the steep embankment. Everywhere soldiers were lying
among the shrubs exhausted, mostly silently staring at the sky above. Some, however, never shut up and were
enjoying the adventure of their life. Helping hands dragged the last stragglers out of the menacing water and
then we began calling out names making sure no one had been left out there on their own. When we were
certain everyone was accounted for, Lieutenant Baker had a morale- boosting surprise in store when he pulled
a plastic heat-sealed bag out of his backpack and began to distribute the mail with a grin on his face.
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